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•Number of days with 
temperature below 0ºC
•Number of days with 
temperature below -5ºC
•Maximum wind speed
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•Maximum wind speed
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Agro-climatic atlas
Motivation
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Agro-climatic atlas
Methodology: map generation
Data from AEMET stations (1981-2010)
•Data filled & homogenization process
•Interpolation: Multiple Linear Regression Model:
•distance to the Atlantic Ocean
•distance to the Cantabrian Sea
•distance to the Mediterranean Sea
•logarithmic distance to the Atlantic Ocean
•logarithmic distance to the Cantabrian Sea
•logarithmic distance to the Mediterranean Sea
•square of the distance to the Atlantic Ocean
•square of the distance to the Cantabrian Sea
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Agro-climatic atlas
Methodology: map generation (daily data)
One complete map per year.
Operations pixel by pixel across all maps
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Agro-climatic atlas
Results: 67 maps
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Agro-climatic atlas
Results
Day of last/first frost
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Agro-climatic atlas
Recommended sowing date for frost-sensitive crops 
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Agro-climatic atlas
Accumulated growing degree-day
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Agro-climatic atlas
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•Display detailed Atlas maps
•Check the value at a point
•Generate reports of selected areas
Atlas on-line map viewer
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Agricultural Scope Website
Monitoring Tools Agricultural Recommendations
Commercial Utilities
Future steps
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The WOFOST model
Future steps




























Examples of wheat crop simulation 
Cubillas de los Oteros, Leon, 2011.
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Examples of wheat crop simulation 
Cubillas de los Oteros, Leon.
WOFOST :Preliminary results
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Cebada - Tardajos (Burgos)
WOFOST :Preliminary results
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Cebada - Villalpando (Zamora)
WOFOST :Preliminary results
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Congress appearances & publications
Congress: “IV Jornadas de agrometeorología”
Logroño, 2012.
Congress: “Servicios meteorológicos y climáticos para el sector agrario”, 
Madrid, 2013.
Contribution: “Calendario Meteorológico 2013”, AEMET 2013.
“Atlas Agroclimático de Castilla y León” (in press, expected 2013 )
¡Thank you!
